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KEY=OF - MELISSA MIKAYLA
THE SHOCK DOCTRINE
THE RISE OF DISASTER CAPITALISM
Metropolitan Books The bestselling author of No Logo shows how the global "free market" has exploited crises and shock for three decades, from Chile to Iraq In her groundbreaking
reporting, Naomi Klein introduced the term "disaster capitalism." Whether covering Baghdad after the U.S. occupation, Sri Lanka in the wake of the tsunami, or New Orleans postKatrina, she witnessed something remarkably similar. People still reeling from catastrophe were being hit again, this time with economic "shock treatment," losing their land and
homes to rapid-ﬁre corporate makeovers. The Shock Doctrine retells the story of the most dominant ideology of our time, Milton Friedman's free market economic revolution. In
contrast to the popular myth of this movement's peaceful global victory, Klein shows how it has exploited moments of shock and extreme violence in order to implement its
economic policies in so many parts of the world from Latin America and Eastern Europe to South Africa, Russia, and Iraq. At the core of disaster capitalism is the use of cataclysmic
events to advance radical privatization combined with the privatization of the disaster response itself. Klein argues that by capitalizing on crises, created by nature or war, the
disaster capitalism complex now exists as a booming new economy, and is the violent culmination of a radical economic project that has been incubating for ﬁfty years.

THE SHOCK DOCTRINE
THE RISE OF DISASTER CAPITALISM
Vintage Canada The shock doctrine is the unoﬃcial story of how the "free market" came to dominate the world, from Chile to Russia, China to Iraq, South Africa to Canada. But it is a
story radically diﬀerent from the one usually told. It is a story about violence and shock perpetrated on people, on countries, on economies. About a program of social and economic
engineering that Naomi Klein calls "disaster capitalism." Based on breakthrough historical research and 4 years of reporting in disaster zones, Klein explodes the myth that the
global free market triumphed democratically, and that unfettered capitalism goes hand-in-hand with democracy. Instead, she argues it has consistently relied on violence and shock,
and reveals the puppet strings behind the critical events of the last 40 years. "The shock doctrine" is the inﬂuential but little understood theory that in order to push through
profoundly unpopular policies that enrich the few and impoverish the many, there must be a collective crisis or disaster—real or manufactured. Klein vividly traces the origins of
modern shock tactics to the economic lab of the University of Chicago under Milton Friedman in the 60s, and beyond to the CIA-funded electroshock experiments at McGill in the 50s
which helped write the torture manuals used today at Guantanamo Bay. She details the events of the recent past that have been deliberate theatres for the shock doctrine: among
them, Pinochet’s coup in Chile in 1973, the Tiananmen Square Massacre in 1989, the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991; and, more recently, the September 11 attacks, the
invasion of Iraq, the Asian tsunami and Hurricane Katrina. And she shows how—in the hands of the Bush Administration—the "war on terror" is a thin cover for a thriving
destruction/reconstruction complex, with disasters, wars and homeland security fuelling a booming new economy. Naomi Klein has once again written a book that will change the
way we see the world.

THE BATTLE FOR PARADISE
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PUERTO RICO TAKES ON THE DISASTER CAPITALISTS
Haymarket Books Fearless necessary reporting . . . Klein exposes the ‘battle of utopias’ that is currently unfolding in storm-ravaged Puerto Rico” (Junot Díaz, author of The Brief
Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao) “We are in a ﬁght for our lives. Hurricanes Irma and María unmasked the colonialism we face in Puerto Rico, and the inequality it fosters, creating a
ﬁerce humanitarian crisis. Now we must ﬁnd a path forward to equality and sustainability, a path driven by communities, not investors. And this book explains, with careful and
unbiased reporting, only the eﬀorts of our community activists can answer the paramount question: What type of society do we want to become and who is Puerto Rico for?”
—Carmen Yulín Cruz, Mayor of San Juan, Puerto Rico In the rubble of Hurricane Maria, Puerto Ricans and ultrarich “Puertopians” are locked in a pitched struggle over how to remake
the island. In this vital and startling investigation, bestselling author and activist Naomi Klein uncovers how the forces of shock politics and disaster capitalism seek to undermine
the nation’s radical, resilient vision for a “just recovery.” All royalties from the sale of this book in English and Spanish go directly to JunteGente, a gathering of Puerto Rican
organizations resisting disaster capitalism and advancing a fair and healthy recovery for their island. “Klein chronicles the extraordinary grassroots resistance by the Puerto Rican
people against neoliberal privatization and Wall Street greed in the aftermath of the island’s ﬁnancial meltdown, of hurricane devastation, and of Washington’s imposition of an
outside control board over the most important U.S. colony.” —Juan González, cohost of Democracy Now! and author of Harvest of Empire: A History of Latinos in America

DISASTER CAPITALISM
MAKING A KILLING OUT OF CATASTROPHE
Verso Books Crisis? What crisis? How powerful corporations make a killing out of disaster Award-winning journalist Antony Loewenstein travels across the US, Britain, Afghanistan,
Pakistan, Haiti, Papua New Guinea and Australia to witness the reality of Disaster Capitalism—the hidden world of privatized detention centers and militarized private security,
formed to protect corporations as they proﬁt from war zones. He visits Britain’s immigration detention centers, tours the prison system in the United States, and digs into the
underbelly of the companies making a fortune from them. Loewenstein reveals the dark history of how large multinational corporations have become more powerful than
governments, supported by media and political elites.

THIS CHANGES EVERYTHING
CAPITALISM VS. THE CLIMATE
Simon and Schuster Explains why the environmental crisis should lead to an abandonment of "free market" ideologies and current political systems, arguing that a massive
reduction of greenhouse emissions may oﬀer a best chance for correcting problems.

CONSTRUCTING RISK
DISASTER, DEVELOPMENT, AND THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT
Berghahn Books Reviewing current policies and practices, the book assesses the ﬁnancial, economic and physical risk of building in hazardous areas, and looks at how societies are
trying to create a more resilient built environment in spite of the dangers. It examines the vulnerability of social infrastructure to natural disasters and looks at policies which
imperil infrastructure from natural hazard events and solutions undertaken by sovereign states, international development banks, NGOs and bilateral aid agencies.

HOW TO CHANGE EVERYTHING
THE YOUNG HUMAN'S GUIDE TO PROTECTING THE PLANET AND EACH OTHER
Simon and Schuster “[A] uniquely inclusive perspective that will inspire conviction, passion, and action.” —Kirkus Reviews (starred review) An empowering, engaging young readers
guide to understanding and battling climate change from the expert and bestselling author of This Changes Everything and On Fire, Naomi Klein. Warmer temperatures. Fires in the
Amazon. Superstorms. These are just some of the eﬀects of climate change that we are already experiencing. The good news is that we can all do something about it. A movement is
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already underway to combat not only the environmental eﬀects of climate change but also to ﬁght for climate justice and make a fair and livable future possible for everyone. And
young people are not just part of that movement, they are leading the way. They are showing us that this moment of danger is also a moment of great opportunity—an opportunity
to change everything. Full of empowering stories of young leaders all over the world, this information-packed book from award-winning journalist and one of the foremost voices for
climate justice, Naomi Klein, oﬀers young readers a comprehensive look at the state of the climate today and how we got here, while also providing the tools they need to join this
ﬁght to protect and reshape the planet they will inherit.

NO IS NOT ENOUGH
RESISTING TRUMP'S SHOCK POLITICS AND WINNING THE WORLD WE NEED
Haymarket Books The New York Times–bestselling roadmap to resistance in the Trump era from the internationally acclaimed activist and author of On Fire and The Battle for
Paradise. The election of Donald Trump is a dangerous escalation in a world of cascading crises. Trump’s vision—a radical deregulation of the US economy in the interest of
corporations, an all-out war on “radical Islamic terrorism,” and a sweeping aside of climate science to unleash a domestic fossil fuel frenzy—will generate wave after wave of crises
and shocks, to the economy, to national security, to the environment. In No Is Not Enough, Naomi Klein explains that Trump, extreme as he is, is not an aberration but a logical
extension of the worst and most dangerous trends of the past half-century. In exposing the malignant forces behind Trump’s rise, she puts forward a bold vision for a mass
movement to counter rising militarism, nationalism, and corporatism in the United States and around the world. Longlisted for the National Book Award “I hope that Klein’s book is
read by more than just her (mostly) leftwing fan base. For whatever you think about her economic arguments, she makes a powerful and an important point: that you cannot
understand Trump without looking at how he reﬂects bigger cultural and social dynamics. And what is perhaps refreshing about No Is Not Enough is that Klein tries to move beyond
mere outrage and hand-wringing to oﬀer a practical manifesto for opposition.” —Financial Times “Brims with ideas rarely heard in the mainstream media. And her ﬁery, punchy
writing style, which is occasionally laced with humor, makes it hard to put down.” —The Georgia Straight

NO LOGO
TAKING AIM AT THE BRAND BULLIES
Macmillan An analysis of the invasion of our personal lives by logo-promoting, powerful corporations combines muckraking journalism with contemporary memoir to discuss current
consumer culture

THE UNINHABITABLE EARTH
LIFE AFTER WARMING
"It is worse, much worse, than you think. If your anxiety about global warming is dominated by fears of sea-level rise, you are barely scratching the surface of what terrors are
possible. In California, wildﬁres now rage year-round, destroying thousands of homes. Across the US, "500-year" storms pummel communities month after month, and ﬂoods
displace tens of millions annually. This is only a preview of the changes to come. And they are coming fast. Without a revolution in how billions of humans conduct their lives, parts
of the Earth could become close to uninhabitable, and other parts horriﬁcally inhospitable, as soon as the end of this century. In his travelogue of our near future, David WallaceWells brings into stark relief the climate troubles that await -- food shortages, refugee emergencies, and other crises that will reshape the globe. But the world will be remade by
warming in more profound ways as well, transforming our politics, our culture, our relationship to technology, and our sense of history. It will be all-encompassing, shaping and
distorting nearly every aspect of human life as it is lived today. Like An Inconvenient Truth and Silent Spring before it, The Uninhabitable Earth is both a meditation on the
devastation we have brought upon ourselves and an impassioned call to action. For just as the world was brought to the brink of catastrophe within the span of a lifetime, the
responsibility to avoid it now belongs to a single generation"--

FENCES AND WINDOWS
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DISPATCHES FROM THE FRONT LINES OF THE GLOBALIZATION DEBATE
Vintage Canada Fences and Windows: Dispatches from the Front Lines of the Globalization Debate brings together two years of Naomi Klein’s writings and tracks the globalization
conﬂict from Seattle to September 11th and beyond. Since the publication of No Logo, Naomi Klein has continued tirelessly as a brilliant and informed contributor to contemporary
debate. Fences and Windows: Dispatches from the Front Lines of the Globalization Debate, intended as a companion to No Logo, includes her most notable essays, speeches and
articles on issues from NAFTA to Genetically Modiﬁed Organisms to the violence in Genoa. It oﬀers introduction and explanation, looking at where the movement has come from and
where it is going. More than any other single voice, Naomi Klein articulates the concerns and complaints of a generation: about economic fundamentalism, the criminalization of
dissent and the eﬀects of Free Trade. But this book also reﬂects on the nature of resistance: the street protests that shocked and energized millions, carnival-style subversion and
the apparent disorganization that is anti-globalization’s great strength. Fences and Windows: Dispatches from the Front Lines of the Globalization Debate is provocative, intelligent
and passionate, a document, in its own right, of a unique time in our history.

PLANNING FOR SUSTAINABILITY
CREATING LIVABLE, EQUITABLE AND ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
Routledge How can human communities sustain a long-term existence on a small planet? This challenge grows ever more urgent as the threat of global warming increases. Planning
for Sustainability presents a wide-ranging, intellectually well-grounded and accessible introduction to the concept of planning for more sustainable and livable communities. The
text explores topics such as how more compact and walkable cities and towns might be created, how local ecosystems can be restored, how social inequalities might be reduced,
how greenhouse gas emissions might be lowered, and how more sustainable forms of economic development can be brought about. The second edition has been extensively revised
and updated throughout, including an improved structure with chapters now organized under three sections: the nature of sustainable planning, issues central to sustainable
planning, and scales of sustainable planning. New material includes greater discussion of climate change, urban food systems, the relationships between public health and the
urban environment, and international development. Building on past schools of planning theory, Planning for Sustainability lays out a sustainability planning framework that pays
special attention to the rapidly evolving institutions and power structures of a globalizing world. By considering in turn each scale of planning—international, national, regional,
municipal, neighborhood, and site and building—the book illustrates how sustainability initiatives at diﬀerent levels can interrelate. Only by weaving together planning initiatives
and institutions at diﬀerent scales, and by integrating eﬀorts across disciplines, can we move towards long-term human and ecological well-being.

THE ROLE OF MONETARY POLICY
CRC Press Milton Friedman was one of the most inﬂuential economists of all time - and his ideas had a huge impact on the economic policies of governments across the world. A key
theorist of capitalism and its relationship to democratic freedoms, Friedman remains one of the most cited authorities in both academic economics and government economic policy.
His work remains striking not just for its brilliant grasp of economic laws and realities, but also for its consistent application of high-level evaluation and reasoning skills to produce
arguments that can convince experts and laypeople alike. Friedman's 1968 essay 'The Role of Monetary Policy' is a key example of how Friedman's critical thinking skills helped to
cement his inﬂuence and reputation. The paper addressed the question of how a government's monetary policy aﬀects the economy - from employment levels to inﬂation and so on.
At its heart lies an evaluation and critique of the most widely accepted conception of monetary policy at the time - the 'Phillips Curve' - which argued that increased inﬂation leads
naturally to increased employment. Systematically noting the ﬂaws and weaknesses of the Phillips Curve theory, Friedman showed why this is not, in fact, the case. He then drew up
a systematic alternative argument for what governmental monetary policy could and should aim to do. Though economists now consider Friedman's ideas to have considerable
limitations, 'The Role of Monetary Policy' remains a masterclass in evaluating and countering faulty arguments.

WAR ECONOMIES AND INTERNATIONAL LAW
REGULATING THE ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES OF VIOLENT CONFLICT
Cambridge University Press Economic activity continues during war. But what rules apply when US troops occupy Syrian oil ﬁelds? Who is responsible when multinational companies
use minerals extracted by child labourers in war zones? This book examines how international law regulates the war economies that are at the heart of strategic competition
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between great powers and help sustain the irregular warfare in today's war zones. Drawing on advances in our understanding of the social and economic dynamics in war zones, this
book identiﬁes predation, a combination of violence and economic opportunity, as the core pathology of war economies. The author presents a framework for understanding the
regulation of war economies based on the history of international law and existing norms of international humanitarian law, international criminal law, international human rights
law and the law of international peace and security. War Economies and International Law concludes that the pathologies of predation in war demand answers based on an
international regulatory strategy.

THE DHARMA AND SOCIALLY ENGAGED BUDDHIST ECONOMICS
Springer Nature

A RADICAL POLITICAL THEOLOGY FOR THE ANTHROPOCENE ERA
THINKING AND BEING OTHERWISE
Wipf and Stock Publishers Given the ﬁerce urgency of now, this important book confronts and addresses key problems and questions of political theology with the aim of proposing
a radical political theology for the Anthropocene Age. LaMothe invites readers to think and be otherwise in living lives in common with all other human beings and other-than-human
beings that dwell on this one earth.

THE BATTLE FOR PARADISE
PUERTO RICO TAKES ON THE DISASTER CAPITALISTS
"Fearless necessary reporting . . . Klein exposes the 'battle of utopias' that is currently unfolding in storm-ravaged Puerto Rico--a battle that pits a pitilessly neoliberal plutocratic
'paradise' against a community movement with Puerto Rican sovereignty at its center." --Junot Díaz "We are in a ﬁght for our lives. Hurricanes Irma and María unmasked the
colonialism we face in Puerto Rico, and the inequality it fosters, creating a ﬁerce humanitarian crisis. Now we must ﬁnd a path forward to equality and sustainability, a path driven
by communities, not investors. And this book explains, with careful and unbiased reporting, only the eﬀorts of our community activists can answer the paramount question: What
type of society do we want to become and who is Puerto Rico for?" --Yulin Cruz, Mayor of San Juan, Puerto Rico In the rubble of Hurricane Maria, Puerto Ricans and ultrarich
"Puertopians" are locked in a pitched struggle over how to remake the island. In this vital and startling investigation, bestselling author and activist Naomi Klein uncovers how the
forces of shock politics and disaster capitalism seek to undermine the nation's radical, resilient vision for a "just recovery." All royalties from the sale of this book in English and
Spanish go directly to JunteGente, a gathering of Puerto Rican organizations resisting disaster capitalism and advancing a fair and healthy recovery for their island. For more
information, visit http://juntegente.org/. Naomi Klein is an award-winning journalist, syndicated columnist, documentary ﬁlmmaker and author of the international bestsellers No
Logo: Taking Aim at the Brand Bullies, The Shock Doctrine: The Rise of Disaster Capitalism, This Changes Everything: Capitalism vs. the Climate, and No Is Not Enough.

RESISTANCE TO THE NEOLIBERAL AGRI-FOOD REGIME
A CRITICAL ANALYSIS
Routledge This volume explores the contents, forms, and actors that characterize current opposition to the corporate neoliberal agri-food regime. Designed to generate a coherent,
informed and updated analysis of resistance in agri-food, empirical and theoretical contributions analyze the relationship between expressions of the neoliberal corporate system
and various projects of opposition. Contributions included in the volume probe established forms and rationales of resistance including civic agriculture, consumer- and communitybased initiatives, labor, cooperative and gender-based protest, struggles in opposition to land grabbing and mobilization of environmental science and ecological resistance. The
core contribution of the volume is to theorize and to empirically assess the limits and contradictions that characterize these forms of resistance. In particular, the hegemonic role of
the neoliberal ideology and the ways in which it has ‘captured’ processes of resistance are illustrated. Through the exploration of the tension between legitimate calls for
emancipation and the dominant power of Neoliberalism, the book contributes to the ongoing debate on the strengths and limits of Neoliberalism in agri-food. It also engages
critically with the outputs and potential outcomes of established and emerging resistance movements, practices, and concepts.
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JAPAN-AFRICA RELATIONS
Springer Japan-Africa Relations seeks to study the complex nature of the dynamics of power relations between Japan and Africa since the Bandung Conference in 1955, with an
emphasis on the period starting from the 1970s up to the present.

LETTERS, POWER LINES, AND OTHER DANGEROUS THINGS
THE POLITICS OF INFRASTRUCTURE SECURITY
MIT Press An examination of how post-9/11 security concerns have transformed the public view and governance of infrastructure. After September 11, 2001, infrastructures—the
mundane systems that undergird much of modern life—were suddenly considered “soft targets” that required immediate security enhancements. Infrastructure protection quickly
became the multibillion dollar core of a new and expansive homeland security mission. In this book, Ryan Ellis examines how the long shadow of post-9/11 security concerns have
remade and reordered infrastructure, arguing that it has been a stunning transformation. Ellis describes the way workers, civic groups, city councils, bureaucrats, and others used
the threat of terrorism as a political resource, taking the opportunity not only to address security vulnerabilities but also to reassert a degree of public control over infrastructure.
Nearly two decades after September 11, the threat of terrorism remains etched into the inner workings of infrastructures through new laws, regulations, technologies, and
practices. Ellis maps these changes through an examination of three U.S. infrastructures: the postal system, the freight rail network, and the electric power grid. He describes, for
example, how debates about protecting the mail from anthrax and other biological hazards spiraled into larger arguments over worker rights, the power of large-volume mailers,
and the fortunes of old media in a new media world; how environmental activists leveraged post-9/11 security fears over shipments of hazardous materials to take on the rail
industry and the chemical lobby; and how otherwise marginal federal regulators parlayed new mandatory cybersecurity standards for the electric power industry into a robust
system of accountability.

BIRTH OF A NEW EARTH
THE RADICAL POLITICS OF ENVIRONMENTALISM
Columbia University Press In response to unprecedented environmental degradation, activists and popular movements have risen up to ﬁght the crisis of climate change and the
ongoing devastation of the earth. The environmental movement has undeniably inﬂuenced even its adversaries, as the language of sustainability can be found in corporate mission
statements, government policy, and national security agendas. However, the price of success has been compromise, prompting soul-searching and questioning of the politics of
environmentalism. Is it a revolutionary movement that opposes the current system? Or is it reformist, changing the system by working within it? In Birth of a New Earth, Adrian Parr
argues that this is a false choice, calling for a shift from an opposition between revolution and incremental change to a renewed collective imagination. Parr insists that
environmental destruction is at its core a problem of democratization and decolonization. It requires reckoning with militarism, market fundamentalism, and global inequality and
mobilizing an alternative political vision capable of freeing the collective imagination in order to replace an apocalyptic mindset frozen by the spectacle of violence. Birth of a New
Earth locates the emancipatory work of environmental politics in solidarities that can bring together diﬀerent constituencies, fusing opposing political strategies and paradigms by
working both inside and outside the prevailing system. She discusses experiments in food sovereignty, collaborative natural-resource management, and public-interest design
initiatives that test new models of economic democratization. Ultimately, Parr proclaims, environmental politics is the refusal to surrender life to the violence of global capitalism,
corporate governance, and militarism. This deﬁance can serve as the source for the birth of a new earth.

GOLD MINING AND THE DISCOURSES OF CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY IN GHANA
Springer This book critically examines the practice and meanings of corporate social responsibility (CSR) and how the movement has facilitated a positive and somewhat
unquestioned image of the global corporation. Drawing on extensive ﬁeldwork material collected in Ghanaian communities located around the project sites of Newmont Mining
Corporation and Kinross Gold Corporation, the monograph employs critical discourse analysis to accentuate how mining corporations use CSR as a discursive alibi to gain legitimacy
and dominance over the social order, while determining their own spheres of responsibility and accountability. Hiding behind such notions as ‘social licence to operate’ and ‘best
practice,’ corporations are enacted as entities that are morally conscious and socially responsible. Yet, this enactment is contested in host communities, as explored in chapters that
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examine corporate citizenship, gendered perspectives, and how global CSR norms institutionalize unaccountability.

PLAYING POLITICS WITH NATURAL DISASTER
HURRICANE AGNES, THE 1972 ELECTION, AND THE ORIGINS OF FEMA
Cornell University Press Hurricane Agnes struck the United States in June of 1972, just months before a pivotal election and at the dawn of the deindustrialization period across the
Northeast. The response by local, state, and national oﬃcials had long-term consequences for all Americans. President Richard Nixon used the tragedy for political gain by delivering
a generous relief package to the key states of New York and Pennsylvania in a bid to win over voters. After his landslide reelection in 1972, Nixon cut beneﬁts for disaster victims
and then passed legislation to push responsibility for disaster preparation and mitigation onto states and localities. The impact led to the rise of emergency management and
inspired the development of the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). With a particular focus on events in New York and Pennsylvania, Timothy W. Kneeland narrates
how local, state, and federal authorities responded to the immediate crisis of Hurricane Agnes and managed the long-term recovery. The impact of Agnes was horriﬁc, as the storm
left 122 people dead, forced tens of thousands into homelessness, and caused billions of dollars in damage from Florida to New York. In its aftermath, local oﬃcials and leaders
directed disaster relief funds to rebuild their shattered cities and reshaped future disaster policies. Playing Politics with Natural Disaster explains how the political decisions by
local, state, and federal oﬃcials shaped state and national disaster policy and continues to inﬂuence emergency preparedness and response to this day.

WASHINGTON BULLETS
Monthly Review Press Engaging stories in the form of Marxist journalism about US imperialism Washington Bullets is written in the best traditions of Marxist journalism and historywriting. It is a book of ﬂuent and readable stories, full of detail about US imperialism, but never letting the minutiae obscure the larger political point. It is a book that could easily
have been a song of despair—a lament of lost causes; it is, after all, a roll call of butchers and assassins; of plots against people’s movements and governments; of the
assassinations of socialists, Marxists, communists all over the Third World by the country where liberty is a statue. Despite all this, Washington Bullets is a book about possibilities,
about hope, about genuine heroes. One such is Thomas Sankara of Burkina Faso—also assassinated—who said: ‘You cannot carry out fundamental change without a certain amount
of madness. In this case, it comes from nonconformity, the courage to turn your back on the old formulas, the courage to invent the future. It took the madmen of yesterday for us
to be able to act with extreme clarity today. I want to be one of those madmen. We must dare to invent the future.’ Washington Bullets is a book infused with this madness, the
madness that dares to invent the future.

BRANDING THE NATION
THE GLOBAL BUSINESS OF NATIONAL IDENTITY
Oxford University Press What happens to the nation when it is reconceived as a brand? How does nation branding change the terms of politics and culture in a globalized world?
Branding the Nation oﬀers a unique critical perspective on the power of brands to aﬀect how we think about space, value and identity.

THE FAILURE AND FEASIBILITY OF CAPITALISM IN AFRICA
Springer Nature This book argues that capitalism has practically failed to deliver the long-desired economic transformation and inclusive development in postcolonial Africa. The
principal factor that accounts for this failure is the proliﬁc non-productive forms of capitalism that tend to be dominant in the African continent and their governance dimensions.
The research explores how and why capitalism has failed in the African context and the feasibility of turning it around. The book meets the demands of diverse audiences in the
ﬁelds of International Political Economy, Development Economics, Political Science, and African Studies. The author adopts an unconventional narrativist approach that makes the
book amenable to general readership.

MARKETS OF SORROW, LABORS OF FAITH
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NEW ORLEANS IN THE WAKE OF KATRINA
Duke University Press This ethnographic account of long-term recovery in post-Katrina New Orleans provides a sobering look at the fallout from the privatization of vital social
services under neoliberal, or market-driven, governance.

WINNING THE GREEN NEW DEAL
WHY WE MUST, HOW WE CAN
Simon & Schuster An urgent and deﬁnitive collection of essays from leaders and experts championing the Green New Deal—and a detailed playbook for how we can win it—including
contributions by leading activists and progressive writers like Varshini Prakash, Rhiana Gunn-Wright, Bill McKibben, Rev William Barber II, and more. In October 2018, scientists
warned that we have less than 12 years left to transform our economy away from fossil fuels, or face catastrophic climate change. At that moment, there was no plan in the US to
decarbonize our economy that fast. Less than two years later, every major Democratic presidential candidate has embraced the vision of the Green New Deal—a rapid, vast
transformation of our economy to avert climate catastrophe while securing economic and racial justice for all. What happened? A new generation of leaders confronted the political
establishment in Washington DC with a simple message: the climate crisis is here, and the Green New Deal is our last, best hope for a livable future. Now comes the hard part:
turning that vision into the law of the land. In Winning a Green New Deal, leading youth activists, journalists, and policymakers explain why we need a transformative agenda to
avert climate catastrophe, and how our movement can organize to win. Featuring essays by Varshini Prakash, cofounder of Sunrise Movement; Rhiana Gunn-Wright, Green New Deal
policy architect; Joseph Stiglitz, Nobel Prize–winning economist; Bill McKibben, internationally renowned environmentalist; Mary Kay Henry, the President of the Service Employees
International Union, and others we’ll learn why the climate crisis cannot be solved unless we also confront inequality and racism, how movements can redeﬁne what’s politically
possible and overcome the opposition of fossil fuel billionaires, and how a Green New Deal will build a just and thriving economy for all of us. For anyone looking to understand the
movement for a Green New Deal, and join the ﬁght for a livable future, there is no resource as clear and practical as Winning the Green New Deal.

MANUFACTURED INSECURITY
MOBILE HOME PARKS AND AMERICANS’ TENUOUS RIGHT TO PLACE
Univ of California Press Manufactured Insecurity is the ﬁrst book of its kind to provide an in-depth investigation of the social, legal, geospatial, and market forces that intersect to
create housing insecurity for an entire class of low-income residents. Drawing on rich ethnographic data collected before, during, and after mobile home park closures and
community-wide evictions in Florida and Texas—the two states with the largest mobile home populations—Manufactured Insecurity forces social scientists and policymakers to
respond to a fundamental question: how do the poor access and retain secure housing in the face of widespread poverty, deepening inequality, and scarce legal protection? With
important contributions to urban sociology, housing studies, planning, and public policy, the book provides a broader understanding of inequality and social welfare in the United
States today.

ENGINEERING A BETTER FUTURE
INTERPLAY BETWEEN ENGINEERING, SOCIAL SCIENCES, AND INNOVATION
Springer This open access book examines how the social sciences can be integrated into the praxis of engineering and science, presenting unique perspectives on the interplay
between engineering and social science. Motivated by the report by the Commission on Humanities and Social Sciences of the American Association of Arts and Sciences, which
emphasizes the importance of social sciences and Humanities in technical ﬁelds, the essays and papers collected in this book were presented at the NSF-funded workshop
‘Engineering a Better Future: Interplay between Engineering, Social Sciences and Innovation’, which brought together a singular collection of people, topics and disciplines. The
book is split into three parts: A. Meeting at the Middle: Challenges to educating at the boundaries covers experiments in combining engineering education and the social sciences; B.
Engineers Shaping Human Aﬀairs: Investigating the interaction between social sciences and engineering, including the cult of innovation, politics of engineering, engineering design
and future of societies; and C. Engineering the Engineers: Investigates thinking about design with papers on the art and science of science and engineering practice.
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SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT OF DENMARK IN THE WORLD, 1970–2020
A CRITICAL INTRODUCTION
Springer Nature This book provides a holistic overview of the history of sustainable development in Denmark over the last ﬁfty years, covering a host of issues central to the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs): ending poverty; ensuring inclusive and equitable education; reducing inequality; making cities and settlements inclusive, safe and resilient;
and fostering responsible production and consumption patterns, to name a few. It argues for a new framework of sustainability history, one that is truly global in outlook. As such, it
explores what truly global sustainable development would look like. It considers how economic growth has been the driver for prosperity in the global north, and considers whether
sustainable development and continued economic growth are irreconcilable, and what the future of sustainable development initiatives in Denmark might look like.

A FUTURE FOR PLANNING
TAKING RESPONSIBILITY FOR TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY CHALLENGES
Routledge As well as being spatial, planning is necessarily also about the future – and yet time has been relatively neglected in the academic, practice and policy literature on
planning. Time, in particular the need for longer-term thinking, is critical to responding eﬀectively to a range of pressing societal challenges from climate change to an ageing
population, poor urban health to sustainable economic development. This makes the relative neglect of time not only a matter of theoretical importance but also increasing practical
and political signiﬁcance. A Future for Planning is an accessible, wide-ranging book that considers how planning practice and policy have been constrained by short-termism, as well
as by a familiar lack of spatial thinking in policy, in response to major social, economic and environmental challenges. It suggests that failures in planning often represent failures to
anticipate and shape the future which go well beyond planning systems and practices; rather our failure to plan for the longer-term relates to wider issues in policy-making and
governance. This book traces the rise and fall of long-term planning over the past 80 years or so, but also sets out how planning can take responsibility for twenty-ﬁrst century
challenges. It provides examples of successes and failures of longer-term planning from around the world. In short, the book argues that we need to put time back into planning,
and develop forms of planning which serve to promote the sustainability and wellbeing of future generations.

THE AGE OF TURBULENCE
ADVENTURES IN A NEW WORLD
Penguin From the bestselling author of The Map and the Territory and Capitalism in America The Age Of Turbulence is Alan Greenspan’s incomparable reckoning with the
contemporary ﬁnancial world, channeled through his own experiences working in the command room of the global economy longer and with greater eﬀect than any other single
living ﬁgure. Following the arc of his remarkable life’s journey through his more than eighteen-year tenure as chairman of the Federal Reserve Board to the present, in the second
half of The Age of Turbulence Dr. Greenspan embarks on a magniﬁcent tour d’horizon of the global economy. The distillation of a life’s worth of wisdom and insight into an elegant
expression of a coherent worldview, The Age of Turbulence will stand as Alan Greenspan’s personal and intellectual legacy.

THE SMALL NATION SOLUTION
HOW THE WORLD'S SMALLEST NATIONS CAN SOLVE THE WORLD'S BIGGEST PROBLEMS
AltaMira Press In The Small Nation Solution, John Bodley argues that the contemporary global problems of poverty, conﬂict, and environmental degradation are problems of scale
and power. Bodley’s solution involves keeping nations small so as to limit the power of elite directors. It is a simple idea with profound implications. He spotlights successful small
nations around the world as the best working models of sustainable sociocultural systems and shows how these diverse small nations can be the building blocks of a transformed
global system that could save the world.
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RAGNAR NURKSE (1907-2007)
CLASSICAL DEVELOPMENT ECONOMICS AND ITS RELEVANCE FOR TODAY
Anthem Press 'Ragnar Nurkse (1907-2007): Classical Development Economics and its Relevance for Today' presents a selection of papers that casts new insight on Nurkse's thought,
and discusses his relevance for today.

RADIATION BRAIN MOMS AND CITIZEN SCIENTISTS
THE GENDER POLITICS OF FOOD CONTAMINATION AFTER FUKUSHIMA
Duke University Press Following the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant disaster in 2011 many concerned citizens—particularly mothers—were unconvinced by the Japanese
government’s assurances that the country’s food supply was safe. They took matters into their own hands, collecting their own scientiﬁc data that revealed radiation-contaminated
food. In Radiation Brain Moms and Citizen Scientists Aya Hirata Kimura shows how, instead of being praised for their concern about their communities’ health and safety, they faced
stiﬀ social sanctions, which dismissed their results by attributing them to the work of irrational and rumor-spreading women who lacked scientiﬁc knowledge. These citizen
scientists were unsuccessful at gaining political traction, as they were constrained by neoliberal and traditional gender ideologies that dictated how private citizens—especially
women—should act. By highlighting the challenges these citizen scientists faced, Kimura provides insights into the complicated relationship between science, foodways, gender, and
politics in post-Fukushima Japan and beyond.

CENSORED 2009
THE TOP 25 CENSORED STORIES OF 2007-08
Seven Stories Press The yearly volumes of Censored, in continuous publication since 1976 and since 1995 available through Seven Stories Press, is dedicated to the stories that
ought to be top features on the nightly news, but that are missing because of media bias and self-censorship. The top stories are listed democratically in order of importance
according to students, faculty, and a national panel of judges. Each of the top stories is presented at length, alongside updates from the investigative reporters who broke the
stories.

HOT MONEY
Penguin UK In twenty short books, Penguin brings you the classics of the environmental movement. In Hot Money Naomi Klein lays out the evidence that deregulated capitalism is
waging war on the climate, and shows that, in order to stop the damage, we must change everything we think about how our world is run. Over the past 75 years, a new canon has
emerged. As life on Earth has become irrevocably altered by humans, visionary thinkers around the world have raised their voices to defend the planet, and aﬃrm our place at the
heart of its restoration. Their words have endured through the decades, becoming the classics of a movement. Together, these books show the richness of environmental thought,
and point the way to a fairer, saner, greener world.

AUSTERITY BLUES
FIGHTING FOR THE SOUL OF PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION
JHU Press Notes -- Bibliography -- Index -- A -- B -- C -- D -- E -- F -- G -- H -- I -- J -- K -- L -- M -- N -- O -- P -- Q -- R -- S -- T -- U -- V -- W -- Y -- Z

THE INFORMATION SOCIETY
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CYBER DREAMS AND DIGITAL NIGHTMARES
Polity What are we to make of the information society? Many prominent theorists have argued it to be the most profound and comprehensive transformation of economy, culture
and politics since the rise of the industrial way of life in the 18th century. Some saw its arrival in a positive light, where the dreams of democracy, of connectivity and eﬃciency
constituted a break with the old ways. But other thinkers viewed it more in terms of the recurrent nightmare of capitalism, where the processes of exploitation, commodiﬁcation and
alienation are given much freer rein than ever before. In this book Robert Hassan, a prominent theorist in new media and its eﬀects, analyses and critically appraises these positions
and forms them into a coherent narrative to illuminate the phenomenon. Surveying the works of major information society theorists from Daniel Bell to Nicholas Negroponte, and
from Vincent Mosco to Manuel Castells, The Information Society is an invaluable resource for understanding the nature of the information society as well as the meta–processes of
neoliberal globalisation and the revolution in information technologies that made it possible.
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